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of as cheap technology means hardware start ups 
proliferate. Read more about Play-i on page 43.
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Fully-Fledged PrototyPing 
Contagious thinking / By Nick Parish
developing paths to scalability helps prototypes  
move beyond gimmickry.

Survival inStinctS 
Contagious thinking / By Dan Southern
Shifts in millennials’ behaviour and consumption patterns 
are causing brands to adapt to ensure they remain relevant.

the ethicS oF interruPtion 
Contagious thinking / By Emily Hare
the gap between brands creating engaging marketing on 
new social platforms and those creating campaigns that are 
brash and intrusive is widening.

neWS
Contagious brand ideas
targeting chinese consumers, evolving branded  
content and digital tools that are creating a smarter  
shopping experience. 

WildFire
Design, technology and virtue
this quarter’s ideas include the world’s first home ai 
device, buildings that self-construct, anti-surveillance 
clothing and wearable tech that monitors illness.

SMall But PerFectly ForMed
Little brands, big thinkers
the startups and companies that have impressed this 
quarter. those punching above their weight in terms of 
revenue and visibility include Play-i, ibotta and Fairphone. 

uP at night / intervieW
Syl Saller, Diageo
talent, agility and execution keep the cMo of the world’s 
biggest distiller awake, she tells ed White.

WildFire / intervieW
Andreas Raptopoulos, Matternet
the drone delivery startup’s founder is on a mission 
to make transporting matter as easy as sending an  
email, he tells ed White.
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caSe Study / Paddy PoWer
Making mischief
driven by marketing mischief and editorial rigour, Paddy 
Power has become a market leader in the dynamic betting 
industry. Patrick Jeffrey reveals the influential corporate 
culture behind this slick ecommerce operation.

inSider ideaS 
Return on culture
corporate culture, values and processes can become 
powerful communications collateral for brands.  
By nick Parish.
 

caSe Study / John leWiS
In whom we trust
department store John lewis’s emotional advertising 
strategy and commitment to putting consumers first has 
won the hearts of British shoppers. By chloe Markowicz.

Sector FocuS / 
MuSic StreaMing
Changing rhythm
as streaming music becomes mainstream, services are 
jostling to appeal to new users. technical, spec-based 
marketing is being consigned to the past as the sector 
starts to sing a new tune. By chris Barth.

in the Field / intervieW
Gary Klein 
insights are the heart of marketing, but our understanding 
of them is based on old research. cognitive psychologist 
gary Klein tells ed White about the nature of insights and 
how to nurture them.

uPStartS
Future talent
young guns from across the globe: meet entrepreneur  
Josh Buckley, creative technologist rachel law and  
design innovator tim Bouckley. 

Feature / governMent  
digital Service 
The strategy is delivery
dan Southern investigates how a crack team of digital 
specialists is radically rewiring the uK government  
to put its citizens first.

indeX 
the brands, companies, people and agencies showcased 
in this issue of Contagious.
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